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CIRCULAR TO PROFESSIONAL INSTITUTIONS 

 

Who should know 

Building owners, Developers, Architects, Engineers, Transport/ Traffic Consultants and 

Builders.  

 

PUBLICATION OF LTA’S QUICK GUIDE SERIES FOR DEVELOPMENT 

RELATED PROPOSALS – ‘MANAGING MANHOLES DISPLACED BY ROAD 

WIDENING / IMPROVEMENTS’ 

 

1. LTA has released a publication of our ‘Quick Guide Series for Development 

Related Proposals’, titled ‘Managing Manholes Displaced by Road Widening/ 

Improvements’. In this publication, we clarify LTA’s requirements pertaining to 

service manholes displaced onto the road carriageway. We also share on the 

processes and possible solutions industry professionals may consider as part of 

their submissions. A publication of this guide is available at LTA’s corporate 

website, under Industry & Innovations > Industry Matters > Development & 

Construction Resources> Guidelines. 

 

2. The ‘Quick Guide Series for Development Related Proposals’ was launched in 

April 2020, and 4 publications have been made till date. The series focusses on 

street works, vehicle parking and rail & road structural protection proposals. The 

guides complement the existing resource publications and facilitate a deeper 

understanding of specific issues content on pertinent issues in the built 

environment in an engaging manner.  

 

Feedback 

 

3. As we strive to continually feature engaging and informative content for our 

future publications, we are currently conducting a survey on industry’s 

receptivity to our Quick Guide Series. We would like to hear your feedback on 

the areas done right, as well as any areas for improvement. The feedback 

received will help us to improve the quality of the guides. 



 

4. Please take some time to complete an online survey form, which can be accessed 

at the following weblink: https://forms.gle/VuiVnTcne7HaJ7mQ9. Alternatively, 

you may wish to scan the following QR code to access the form directly: 

 

5. We hope that the guides are useful to you. We would appreciate it if you could 

convey the contents of this circular to relevant members of your respective 

organisations. If you have any queries, or suggestions on what you would like to 

see in future guides, please do not hesitate to reach out to us at lta-

dbc_registry@lta.gov.sg. 

 

6. Thank you  

 

 

Koh Min Ee 

Director 

Development & Building Control  
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Quick Guide Series, brought to you by

Development & Building Control Division

Preface:

As part of development requirements, proposed civil
works sometimes affect existing utility services
located beneath the public streets. To ensure the
safety and comfort of road users, manholes should
be situated outside of the carriageway where
possible.

This quick guide seeks to clarify LTA’s requirements
pertaining to service manholes displaced onto the
road carriageway due to road widening/
improvement works. In this guide, we will explain
the required processes and outline the possible
options that should be explored by the qualified
practitioner (QP) as part of his/her design
development.

Managing Manholes 
Displaced by Road 

Widening/ Improvements

1st Qtr 2021

Under the standard road typology (refer to Figure 1), side-table space is safeguarded for tree planting and to house the
relevant services and utilities. As this available space is limited, it is unavoidable for services to run below the road
carriageway.

LTA allows the use of carriageway space within the public streets to house services and utilities. However, the implemented
services need to comply with technical specifications, and must not affect the proper design of road elements.

Introduction:

Side-table Space                           Useable Carriageway Space

Figure 1: Depiction of a typical road layout for a divided 2 way road
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Manholes (MH), chambers and valves shall not be introduced or displaced onto the carriageway, as they pose a safety threat
(i.e. serious injury or potential fatality) to road users. In particular, motorcyclists are the most vulnerable user group, and they
are highly susceptible to the following risks:

i. Skid/Slip Issues
▪ Motorcyclists run a high risk of skidding during rainy days, or during occasions when there is debris (loose sand)

on the MH cover.

ii. Road Hazard
▪ MH structures within carriageway causes differential settlement of road pavement. This results in a protruded or

depressed road profile that is hazardous to motorcyclists.

▪ Poor maintenance by apparatus owner results in defective road conditions e.g. spalled concrete, broken/
dislodged cover, broken up of premix around manhole covers. These defects constitute as furter road hazards.

Safety Risks Posed by Manholes on Road Carriageways

Figure 2: Safety Hazards on Road Carriageway due to Manholes

Differential 
settlement 
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As part of road improvement/modification works, existing services and their manholes may inadvertently be displaced onto
the road carriageway. A straightforward solution would be to relocate the services and their manholes onto the road side
table. However, full service diversion is costly and takes a long time.

As an alternative, LTA has been working with QPs to identify, explore and implement alternate solutions to relocate manholes
out of road carriageway instead of relocating the services entirely. LTA allows manholes to be retained if they are
adjusted/designed to sufficiently address safety considerations.

Some workable options are as follows:
▪ Adjustment to move manhole out of wheel path; e.g. by changing proposed scheme, or shifting chevron/ center

median
▪ Structural modification to relocate MH cover
▪ Burying the MH
▪ Eliminating/reducing the number of manholes

Solutions to resolve issue of manholes on road carriageway

Figure 3: Depiction of various options to resolve issue of manholes on road carriageways.

The following figure illustrates the various workable options which were identified and implemented for various road
infrastructure projects:

Adjustment in proposed scheme to avoid MH

Structural modification to relocate MH cover

Burying the MH

Shifting of MH into verge
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What if none of the solutions are applicable?

When the submitted report is in order, LTA will issue a formal acknowledgement receipt. LTA will inform QPs on the
outcome of their appeal within a month from the date of acknowledgement.

If QPs encounter a case where a service and its manhole cannot avoid being displaced onto the carriageway, please take
note of the following processes:

As a guide, the report shall minimally contain the following:
• Clear plans reflecting the affected MH/Valve that is proposed to be retained on carriageway
• Clear explanation on explored options/solutions. Suitable drawings (section and details) shall be furnished to

develop in-depth explanation.
• Supporting evidence and elaboration to substantiate encountered constraints or issues that render explored options

infeasible.
• Necessary cost and impact assessment for various options.
• Correspondence record of technical discussion between QP and apparatus owner.
• Measures to mitigate risks caused by MH/Valve on road carriageway

Step 1:

• As part of design 
development, consider 
possible options (see 
previous page) to comply 
with the technical 
requirements of not 
displacing MH/Valve onto 
carriageway.

Step 2:

• LTA will only consider 
retention of displaced 
MH/Valve onto carriageway 
after all alternative options 
have been exhausted and 
with any risk being 
mitigated/ minimised.

Step 3: 

• Any waiver request to allow 
the retention of displaced 
MH/Valve onto carriageway 
shall be accompanied with 
an endorsed report (as part 
of BP correspondence) to 
properly document the 
study process and 
recommendations after 
balancing all considerations 
and factors. 

Submission Checklist

To aid industry professionals prepare a complete report,
LTA has developed a submission checklist specifying the
plans and details to be provided. The document can be
downloaded from LTA’s corporate website, under
Industry & Innovations > Industry Matters >
Development & Construction resources.

Access the checklists by scanning this QR code and
then navigating to the ‘Forms & Checklists’ tab.
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About this Series

With effect from April 2020, LTA has published a series of quick guides to
broaden and consolidate understanding of LTA’s building plan regulations
and processes. The guides feature in-depth explanation of the principles
behind specific requirements, coupled with examples of good practices &
common mistakes.

LTA has developed a publication roadmap for the year 2021, with topics
featured herein relating to pertinent issues emerging within the built-
environment. All publications are made available at LTA’s corporate website,
under Industry & Innovations > Industry Matters > Development &
Construction resources.

Access our guides by scanning this
QR code and then navigating to the
‘Guideline’ tab:

Published in 2020

• Designing Tactile Tiles for Safe Travel
• Designing Covered Linkways
• Designing Safe Access for developments

To be Published in 2021

• Manholes within the road carriageway
• Designing safe drop-off areas within development
• Lodging vehicular parking proposals
• Making Payments on CCRS
• Lodging street works proposals
• Understanding Profile (Horizontal/vertical/super elevation) of roads
• Preparation of Declaration Plans


